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Abstract
We combine distant viewing and close reading to evaluate the usefulness of events extracted viamachine
learning from audio description of movies. To do this, we manually annotate events from Wikipedia
summaries for three movies and align them to ML-extracted events. Our exploration suggests that
computational narratology should combine datasets with events extracted frommultimodal data sources
that take into account both visual and verbal cues when detecting events.
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1. Introduction

The events that compose a story are crucial for researchers conducting content analysis of
movies [16]. As arti昀椀cial intelligence aims to achieve the ability to automatically understand
narratives as a long-term goal [4], researchers continuously develop and improve machine
learning (ML) methods for more accurate event extraction from audiovisual narratives. How-
ever, the unstructured nature of video data and advanced semantic content of movies pose
challenges for computers in understanding and processing videos [17, 30]. The e昀昀ectiveness
of ML in event extraction from audiovisual material still lags behind human manual extraction
[16]. Moreover, narrative understanding is a border and more complex process that involves
hermeneutic processes that go beyond the identi昀椀cation of events [21]. In this light, our goal is
to evaluate the alignment between human interpretation of the main events in a movie narra-
tive and machine processing of the same narrative. Di昀昀erently from many works in computer
science, our focus is on the understanding of the usefulness of ML methods for narratology.

In this limited exploration, we employed a combined approach of distant viewing and close
reading. Firstly, we manually annotated events from Wikipedia movie summaries. Then, we
manually aligned them to events automatically extracted from audio descriptions. We speci昀椀-
cally focus on coverage of movie content, duration, length, and type of events.
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2. Related Research

Narrative theory de昀椀nes events as the minimal units of narrative, being states, processes in
time, and changes of state [22, 32]. Moreover, narrative events are o昀琀en analyzed along the
dimensions of their duration and frequency in chronological terms, and span of their represen-
tation through a medium [10]. In the case of movies, events are represented as scenes, typically
taking place at a location, involving a set of characters, and spanning a continuous period of
time [8]. In addition, sub-scenes occur within a single location and time frame, are usually
shorter, contain several shots that do not constitute a complete semantic unit, and may lack a
clear beginning or end [8]. As scenes are sequences of sub-scenes, the shots contained within
a series of sub-scenes can be used to create narrative sub-events or whole events [7, 18].

To cope with such granularity, most ML methods extract events through the cross-modal
understanding of audio, visual, and video-related text: e.g. alignment between script and times-
tamped subtitle [15], retrieval via semantic graphs of video clips and plot summaries [34, 35],
segmentation by detecting audio descriptions between character dialogues [31, 23]. The evalu-
ation of ML methods is done via manual annotation of movie events and aligning sentences in
movie scripts or summaries with video clips [30, 35, 36]. User-generated content platforms like
Wikipedia and IMDb provide a vast amount of movie-related textual data [3, 13] that can pro-
vide high-level semantic annotation of movies, such as describing speci昀椀c scenes and events
using text [6], and serve as gold standards to evaluate the ability of machine learning methods
for event extraction.

Despite the variety of methods, the relevance of ML-extracted events for summaries that
align with human expectations has not been explored in detail. Therefore, we compared a
dataset of automatically extracted events to events manually extracted from movie summaries,
focusing on alignment, duration, length, and type of events.

3. Data

3.1. Machine Learning Extracted Events from Audio Description

Audio description (AD), also known as Descriptive Video Service (DVS), is conceived for visu-
ally impaired audiences and usually contains the most important visual elements of a movie
frame, such as scene changes, characters’ appearance, actions, and interactions between char-
acters [31]. AD uses short and precise language inserted between characters’ dialogue and
mixed with the original soundtrack of the movie [31, 23]. AD has been used to extract movie
events and research the narrative structure of visual materials because of the high quality of
the movie description text and the high degree of alignment with visual content [31]. We used
the Montreal Video Annotation Dataset (M-VAD) [31]1 to evaluate this type of story repre-
sentation with respect to narrative event granularity and plot coverage [28]. Three movies of
1Since AD appears between character dialogues, the curators of the M-VAD dataset 昀椀rst separated the AD sound-
track from the movie soundtrack, then they automatically segmented the movie into di昀昀erent events by de-
tecting the pauses between ADs, 昀椀nally they transcribed the AD of the events into text using a professional
transcription service. The data including the movie event description text and the corresponding video clips’
timestamps are obtained from the M-VAD Names GitHub repository: https://github.com/aimagelab/mvad-names-
dataset/releases/tag/1.0. The subset used in this article and the manually-annotated data are available in the repos-
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di昀昀erent genres were selected from the M-VAD dataset: 500 Days Of Summer (2009, romantic
comedy, 95 minutes), The Social Network (2010, biographical drama, 120 minutes), and Flight
(2012, thriller drama, 138 minutes).

3.2. Manually Annotated Events from Movie Summaries

Wikipedia crowdsourced summaries can be considered a proxy of the events that people 昀椀nd
important in a movie, spanning the whole story arc [28]. They are also used as gold standard
in NLP because they have an event granularity that balances e昀케cient plot recognition and
information loss [28, 37]. We linked these gold-standard events to the respective video clips
by identifying the timestamps corresponding to the events’ occurrences in the movie. These
events manually extracted from summaries allowed us to evaluate the ML movie event dataset
with respect to key content coverage (condensing important parts of information) [29] and the
temporal localization of such events in the plot. Additionally, events can be classi昀椀ed by type
[9] and used to explore the criteria underlying the summarization process and the plot structure
[12]. We annotated events in summary texts based on the main verb in sentences, according to
four types: stative, process, change of state in the storyworld, or none of the previous [32]. Two
annotators independently annotated events fromWikipedia summary texts using the so昀琀ware
CATMA [11] and then marked the start and end timestamps of the events’ corresponding video
clips while watching the movies.

4. Methods

To test whether Wikipedia summaries’ events cover the semantic content of most video clips
describing key events in the movie, we 昀椀rst rescaled between 0 and 1 the timestamp (for video
clip index) and annotation’s 昀椀rst character’s position (for plot sentence index) of all annotated
events in the summary text that we were able to align to corresponding video clips. In this
way, we obtained a comparable plot sentence index and video clip index [1].2 Second, we
manually aligned human annotated events with the ML-extracted events based on the respec-
tive timestamps to examine whether the ML-extracted events have the same event description
granularity as Wikipedia summary events from text and video perspectives [28]. The criterion
used for the manual alignment is whether the overlapping time interval between one or sev-
eral corresponding ML- and human-extracted events is at least 75% of either extracted event(s)
duration [24]. Additionally, a human evaluation was conducted to check whether the events
extracted via ML can represent the semantics of manually annotated events. Subsequently,
to assess the extent of the alignment between ML-extracted and human-annotated events, we
counted the number of events, and compared their time duration and distribution throughout
the movie [14].

itory: https://github.com/Marina-Zhou/Movie_Event_Alignment
2To avoid altering the depiction of event distribution in the movie summary, the few summary events without a
timestamp have not been plotted in 2. Additionally, there are instances where a manually extracted event relates
to a number of movie clips. Only the segment with the earliest chronological occurrence is kept, the others are
discarded for the sake of clarity of the visualization. The full list of events is anyway available in the released
dataset.
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5. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the raw number of events extracted via ML from audio description and those
manually annotated in summaries. These two measurements have to be considered indepen-
dent because the granularity of the events serves di昀昀erent purposes. In the case of AD, the
goal is to be as detailed as possible, whereas in the case of summaries, humans only report
important events and can also condense many events with one sentence [20]. The reason why
the average number of ML-extracted events aligned to summary events in the movie The Social
Network is relatively small may be that the dialogue in the movie is dense and there is no pause
that allows for AD, as also shown by the lower number of ML-extracted events.

Table 1
Number of events extracted via ML from audio description and by humans from summaries

500 Days Of
Summer (2009)

The Social Net-
work (2010)

Flight
(2012)

Number of ML-extracted events from AD 436 260 449
Number of manually-annotated events from sum-
maries

80 43 64

Average number of ML-extracted events aligned to
summary events

3.68 1.58 4.00

Inter-annotator agreement (Krippendor昀昀’s alpha) 0.93 0.67 0.83

Figure 1 shows that the duration of ML-extracted events is shorter than that of manually
annotated events. The duration of events in summaries varies widely, probably because sum-
maries condense the important events of a movie and a sentence may refer to multiple sub-
events. In the movie Flight, the summary event [He pilots SouthJet Flight 227 to Atlanta] is
aligned to seven consecutive sub-events that occur during the 昀氀ight. Although the events are
closely connected, there are some video segments in the middle that are ”progressive scenes
composed of sequential, nonrepetitive shots” [16]. Furthermore, in summaries, people can sub-
jectively select events that they 昀椀nd important based on di昀昀erent criteria, sometimes more
focused on action, other times more focused on characters [26]. On the other hand, AD is in-
serted in the limited time between conversations and has therefore a more constant duration
[25, 33].

Figure 2 shows for three movies that the manually-annotated WikiPlots events correspond
to clips covering almost all time periods in the movie [28] and the normalized plot sentence
index and the normalized video clip index in the three movies are roughly linearly correlated.
Interestingly, there seems to be a position bias [29] in the summary: all three movies have
outliers around one third of the summary (Normalized Plot Sentence Index around 0.4). These
events correspond to content towards both the beginning and end of the movie, suggesting that
in summaries the timeline of the movie can be altered to provide an overall understanding of
the plot. A昀琀er an event or character is introduced, other related events occurring at di昀昀erent
times in the movie may be reported. For instance, the following three sentences from index 0.4
of the summary of the movie Flight report events occurring respectively at time 1h15m, 30m,
and 1m: [Later, he attends a funeral for Katerina,] [a 昀氀ight attendant who died in the crash,]
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Figure 1: Time duration of manually-annotated (blue) and ML-extracted (yellow) events of three
movies

[and with whom Whip had spent the night before the incident].
Another notable phenomenon occurs at the end of the summaries, where many events of the

movie ending are reported. The distribution histograms show that the majority of the events
in the summaries correspond to events from the last third of the movie. A possible reason
is that the end is where usually the most important events of a story occur, sometimes being
the con昀氀uence of multiple events [5]. But it could also be due to the interpretative function
of summaries, which need to provide a sense of closure, therefore the short summary text
describes more video clip events at the end of the 昀椀lm to create such e昀昀ect of closure [27], even
though this may not be present in the story.

Figure 3 shows that ML-extracted events cover almost the entire duration of the movie,
whereas events in summaries have notable gaps. The width of the bands re昀氀ects the length
of the reported events and, in Figure 4, it is visible how several ML-extracted events can be
encompassed by a longer summary event. There are also some successfully aligned events
belonging to sub-scenes about secondary characters that appear in parallel narratives [2, 7].

Figure 5 shows that only part of the ML-extracted events not aligned with summary events
occur within the time spans corresponding to manually-annotated events. These events can-
not be aligned to a summary event either because the overlapping range with summary events
is too small (less than 75%) or because the number of ML-events is insu昀케cient to fully re昀氀ect
the semantics of the manually-annotated events. For example, in the movie Flight, the sim-
ple ML-extracted event [Whip turns o昀昀 the news] overlaps with the much more informative
manually-annotated event [he stays with Charlie until the NTSB hearing]. This is due to the
mere descriptive function of AD.

The other type of ML-extracted events not aligned with summary events occur outside the
time spans covered by summary events. To some extent, these events can be considered pro-
gressive scenes that set the background for a summary event and serve as event separators [16].
However, most of them are unimportant events that do not contribute to the plot development.
They primarily describe the appearance and secondary actions of the characters, and the visual
elements in scenes.
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of movie summary events and aligned video clips for three sample
movies

Figure 3: Time length and distribution of all manually-annotated and ML-extracted events for the
movie Flight

Our annotated data indicates that events extracted fromADmore easily align withmanually-
annotated events when they contain descriptions of visual elements, especially direct de-
scriptions of character actions, rather than information captured through dialogue or back-
ground sounds. These ML-extracted events are located within manually-annotated events
with longer time duration and may not exhibit direct semantic relevance for such manually-
annotated events. Nevertheless, they constitute an integral component of the broader
manually-annotated events because they are progressive scenes that separate sub-events. As
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Figure 4: Time length and distribution of manually-annotated events successfully aligned with ML-
extracted events for the movie Flight

Figure 5: Time length and distribution of ML-extracted events successfully and unsuccessfully aligned
with manually-annotated events for the movie Flight

such, they have a role in the narrative progression because they introduce new situationswhere
subsequent events happen. For instance, in the movie Flight, the ML-extracted event [They
reach a clearing, through clouds and bright sunlight, as Whip levels out] serves as a transi-
tion, enabling the audience to experience the severe turbulence of the plane and facilitating a
smoother acceptance of new information and emotions during a plot transition.

Most of the manually-annotated events are of type “process” (67~78%) and “change of state”
(14~16%). Since ML-extracted events contain the description of the characters’ actions, it is
easier to align themwith manually-annotated “process” and “change of state” events, than with
“stative” events (see Figure 6). Notably, most of the “change of state” events in the summary
are aligned with ML-extracted events, suggesting that these are indeed important plot turns
[19]. However, we were not able to align some “change of state” events from the movies 500
Days of Summer and The Social Network (see Appendix A). This suggests that AD events could
still miss information that is important for the plot.

6. Limitations

• The dataset used in this research only contains data from three di昀昀erent movies. There-
fore, clear generalization about the usefulness of events extracted from AD via ML for
the understanding of narrative cannot be drawn.

• The source of ML-extracted events are AD scripts, which are written by humans. There-
fore, this type of data cannot be considered completely machine-generated. A compar-
ison with captions generated by multimodal Large Language Models could provide a
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Figure 6: Event type comparison between manually-annotated events successfully and unsuccessfully
aligned with ML-extracted events for the movie Flight

better case study.
• AD only describes the visual elements of the movie, not the events performed through
the character’s dialogue, e.g someone angrily yelling at someone else could be a highly
relevant event, maybe a break-up between two partners. Therefore, we suggest to com-
bine AD with data sourced from subtitles or movie scripts.

• The amount of manually-annotated data is quite small (only three movies), so for all the
analyseswe retained all data annotated by one annotator. The inter-annotator agreement
is reported only for reference. Therefore, some subjectivity is unavoidable.

• There is a 1-2 seconds delay between ADs and the corresponding scenes in the movie, so
the curators of the M-VAD dataset added 2 seconds at the end of the video to compen-
sate for this deviation [31]. However, this method may also cause inaccurate timestamps.
For example, [He takes Whip’s hand] in the movie Flight has the end timestamp 01:26:56
but the event actually ends 01:26:54. Moreover, in the M-VAD dataset, the 昀椀rst 3 min-
utes of the movie are discarded. All these choices slightly a昀昀ect the alignment with our
manually-annotated events.

• We removed some manually-annotated events not corresponding to any video clip in
the movie when plotting the visualization, e.g. an event reported by a character but not
shown on screen.

7. Conclusions

One one hand, most of the events extracted by machine learning from AD can be considered
sub-events rather than narrative events. Because their time duration is very short, they cannot
be considered as complete semantic units and need to be understood in conjunction with the
video context and dialogue. These events o昀琀en include descriptions of visual elements in the
昀椀lm and are placed between character dialogues. Some of these events serve as progressive
scenes, both inside and outside the automatically extracted event, and are used as separators
for other sub-events and events. On the other hand, the events extracted manually from the
summary are a high-level synthesis of the dialogue and actions of the characters in the movie,
and cover longer time spans that may contain multiple sequential events and sub-events. More-
over, verbs in summary events o昀琀en refer to one of the four categories of narratological events
and are highly relevant for the understanding of the plot, but some verbs in AD events describe
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the settings and cannot be considered narratological events.
Computational narratology can certainly make use of ML-extracted events based on audio

description but there are strong limitations that suggest using them in combination with other
data sources that take into account both visual and verbal cues when detecting events. The
multimodal communicative nature of movies seems to pose a big challenge for computational
narratology because existing datasets used for ML can only provide an extremely simpli昀椀ed
notion of narrative event.

In order to train ML models to extract narrative events, there is a need for movie events
datasets that include audiovisual information, subtitles, and AD sentences. The annotation
guidelines should also take into account that the narratological concept of event, as unit of a
story, should also be related to other conceptualization of events, namely sub-events as those
observed in AD and macro-events as those observed in movie summaries.

Since events and causal relationship between events play a key role in narrative understand-
ing [28], our multimodal human evaluation method on the M-VAD movie event dataset should
be replicated to evaluate the ability of other automatic methods for the extraction of narrative
events. This could help to understand how summary events are constructed by smaller units
such as events displayed in the story and sub-events.

In addition, we have not yet conducted research on di昀昀erent types of events extracted by ML
and the story arcs that they form. In the future, we could also explore whether movie events
extracted via di昀昀erent ML methods contain important narrative events (key plot turns) in the
story arc [12].
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A. Appendix

Figure 7: Time length and distribution of all manually-annotated and ML-extracted events for the
movie 500 Days of Summer
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Figure 8: Time length and distribution of all manually-annotated and ML-extracted events for the
movie The Social Network

Figure 9: Time length and distribution of manually-annotated events successfully aligned with ML-
extracted events for the movie 500 Days of Summer

Figure 10: Time length and distribution of manually-annotated events successfully aligned with ML-
extracted events for the movie The Social Network

Figure 11: Time length and distribution of ML-extracted events successfully and unsuccessfully
aligned with manually-annotated events for the movie 500 Days of Summer
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Figure 12: Time length and distribution of ML-extracted events successfully and unsuccessfully
aligned with manually-annotated events for the movie The Social Network

Figure 13: Event type comparison between manually-annotated events successfully and unsuccess-
fully aligned with ML-extracted events for the movie 500 Days of Summer

Figure 14: Event type comparison between manually-annotated events successfully and unsuccess-
fully aligned with ML-extracted events for the movie The Social Network
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